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PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
End of term.
It’s hard to believe we are already at the end of Term 3. This term has certainly been busy with high
quality learning in all classes. The third term is often where the growth and progress of students really
takes off; as educators, we have noticed this and hopefully you have seen the continual growth as
well. All teaching teams had the opportunity to collaborate together with a day provided last week to
analysis data and evidence of student learning to deepen their knowledge and understanding of the
needs of all students. This knowledge was then used to plan for the next terms work to ensure that all
students achieve success, growth and understanding in the last term.
Ensuring that students are provided with a range of experiences that see the not only on academic
success but emotional, social and wellbeing development means that a large portion of our students
are enjoying a range of extra-curricular activities including VSSS, international visits and local camps.
The VSSS students did a fantastic effort in performing at the State School spectacular over the
weekend and it was an honour to witness their skills, confidence and excitement, they certainly gave
their all in the performance of their life. Coonawarra camp resort are lucky to have had our grade four
students visiting them since Monday. They have had the opportunity to participate in a range of
educational and fun experiences that will take them out of their comfort zone. Sunday saw a group of
students and staff fly out to Japan. The last contact I received was where they were in Tokyo, off to
visit Disneyland. This week they will then travel to Yokohama to visit our friends and sister school
Kitagna Primary School.
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Lunch orders
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Goose Gully for their service over a significant period of
approximately fifteen years in providing students with the chance to receive delicious lunch orders.
Their service has been excellent and highly valued. Unfortunately, this service will no longer be
provided by Goose Gully in Term 4. Currently we are in the process of organising another provider to
provide lunch orders to Lucknow and all will be notified as soon as this is finalised. Thank you for your
patience.
I hope everyone has an enjoyable, safe and relaxing holiday break.
Alli Hopkins - Acting Principal

FITNESS FANATICS
Number of participants

- Tuesday – 30, Wednesday – 23

Distance ran and/or walked

- Tuesday – 44.5km, Wednesday – 31.5km

New members of the 10km club

– Bridget Nolen

New members of the 30km club

– Logan Hudson

New members of the 70km club

– Max Sabell

New members of the 90km club

– Cameron Anderson

NUDE FOOD MONDAY
Congratulations to 1MC for being the winning class of ‘Nude
Food Monday’ for the next 4 weeks of the challenge. 1MC
only had 33 pieces of packaging, which was an outstanding
group effort.
Thank you to 1MC for helping to keep our school rubbish
free!

PARENTS AND FRIENDS GROUP
A big thank you to the parents and friends for helping organise, prepare, cook and serve the 380+
hotdogs and drinks on Friday. It was a massive success, all the kids loved their lunch.
Thank you to Bakers Delight for the hotdog rolls, IGA for the Prima drinks and PFD Foods for the
hotdogs.

SMOKING AROUND SCHOOL
We would like to remind parents that smoking is banned within the school grounds and around the
entrances to the school at all times. This includes after hours and on weekends.
We also ask people, as a courtesy, to also refrain from smoking in areas when there are high numbers
of students passing through: such as car parks.
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LUCKTOBERFEST

The countdown has
begun, 37 days until
Lucktoberfest!

LUCKTOBERFEST ‘THEMED’ RAFFLES
The Lucktoberfest on Friday, October 26th is fast approaching! As part of the activities and
fundraising, we have decided to include ‘themed’ raffles again, to be drawn on the day of the fair.
Each grade level has a theme (see below) and we are seeking donations of goods to fill clothes baskets
as prizes. Tickets will be sold for $1.00 each and the purchaser can choose which one of the seven
themed baskets they would like to have the chance to win by placing their ticket/s in the corresponding
box/es.
It would be great if each child could bring at least one item for any of the themed baskets. Start
thinking and collecting over the holidays and at the beginning of Term 4 goods can be given to the
class teacher and they will be placed in the appropriate basket.
It has worked well in the past and been lots of fun for our fundraising efforts. See the table below for
some ideas, but there are lots of other items that could be included. Please feel free to be creative!
Grade Level

Theme

Ideas

Grade Preps

Babies

Wipes, toys, baby needs etc.

Grade One

Garden/The Great Outdoors

Gloves, seeds, tools, BBQ needs etc.

Grade Two

Toys/Games

Colouring books/pencils, cards games, jigsaws etc.

Grade Three

Sweet Treats

Lollies, chocolates, biscuits, sweets etc.

Grade Four

Party Time

Plates, cups, streamers, poppers, straws, chips etc.

Grade Five

The Pantry

Cans of food, pasta, condiments, dried herbs etc.

Grade Six

Beauty

Soap, bath bombs, nail polish, bath needs, combs
etc.

Thanking you for your support,
Lynette Beeck (On behalf of the Fair Committee)
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VICTORIAN STATE SCHOOLS SPECTACULAR
Last Wednesday 28 lucky Lucknow Primary School students
caught the train down to Melbourne to practise for the big
shows that they would perform on Saturday. When we got
there, we got on a train and we were all very tired but we
had to walk to the YHA in North Melbourne. When we set up
in our rooms, it was then time to go out for tea.

On Thursday, we had to get up at 6:30am to be ready for the big day ahead. We caught two trams to
Hisense Arena. The singers and dancers had to say goodbye to each other and go off to their own
special places. When we got inside, we were near a microphone at the front! Friday we went through
the whole entire performance, which took up the whole day.
Our conductor chatted to us about the show and what it was going to
be like. When she finished talking to us, we warmed up our voices with
some funny songs. Our first song we practised was Geronimo and all
the dancers came out with special glittery and glowing jackets. They
looked amazing. The senior dancers came out on the main stage with
the main singers. The cameras started to film the main stage and then
all the singers behind the main stage started to sing. It sounded so
amazing.
Saturday morning we had to be at Hisense Arena at 10.30 to prepare
ourselves for the show. There were two performances, a matinee
performance and a night performance. All up we sang 15 songs and the
dancers danced to 7 songs. After the matinee show, we got to go into the
dancer’s dressing rooms and we ate pizza. After the night show, we got
to go home at 11pm with our parents.
It was an awesome experience for young kids like me to do….
Indie Chapman 2KE

FOOTY COLOUR DAY
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LANGUAGE AND CULTURE NEWS
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SCHOOL VALUES AWARDS
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COMMUNITY NEWS
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK

Class

Student

PAS

Evie Dullard and Levi Smith for putting in a wonderful effort with their writing and creating
engaging pieces with amazing ideas and word choice. Keep up the great work!

PVG

Addison Williams for her growth in all areas and her persistence to reach her goals.

PCB

Steven Cook for working very hard on his writing and taking his time. Steven you are
recording many sounds you know and achieving your learning goal. Well done

PJM

Katie Wright. Katie is a fantastic student who listens carefully, willingly joins in class
discussions, displays initiative and always strives to do her personal best. Keep up the great
work Katie!

1DP

Georgia Irish For showing resilience and persistence this term, continuing to work on her
reading comprehension and inference.

1DN

Ava Collins for her ability to recover quickly and show wonderful resilience when things don’t
go her way. Well done Ava!

12H

Tyler Elliott for being a resilient student during class and swimming lessons.

1MC
2EW

Aidan Scott for listening and working well during reading time! Keep up the great effort!
Jack Jenkins for his increased focus and efforts in reading groups. His recent analysis of the
book was fantastic. Well done Jack!

2KE

Darvi Chippindall for attempting and persisting while completing the obstacle course on
Footy Colours day.

34A

All the year 4’s that went to camp. You exceeded all of my expectations. Well done!

3LB

Ashton Marty for a very informative information report on Lobsters that can regenerate their
limbs!
Anna Nguyen for a wonderful information report on Dolphins, great use of sub headings and
good organisation Anna!

3TB

The entire grade for their commitment to their learning throughout this term.

3RM

Jarrah Fitzgibbon for using powerful and engaging word choice and voice in her information
report.

4MP

To be advised.

4ES

Heath Arnold for being a team member throughout camp, especially during raft making.
Kane Callaway for supporting and encouraging his peers and demonstrating resilience on
camp.

45I

Emily West for the way in which you edited and improved your bushranger biography and for
the effort you put into your work on a daily basis. Great work Em!

5CM

Madison Flynn for regularly sharing her thoughts and explaining her thinking during
classroom discussions.

5DH

Ayden Harvey for his contribution and valuable input into class discussions.

5DM

Logan Croucher for applying fresh enthusiasm to your learning. You are focussed in writing
and challenging yourself in maths. Fantastic!

6CT

Peter Harrison for making a consistent effort in all areas in the classroom.

6CW

Ellie Wolfe for putting in a large amount of effort to revise her writing.
Archer Watt for demonstrating maturity and leading by example in the classroom.

6FW

Harvey Abraham for showing lots of resilience and maturity.
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